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Here we found a few Snake Indians comprising 6 men, 7 women, and 8 or 10 children who were the only Inhabitants of this lonely and secluded spot. They were all neatly clothed in dressed deer and Sheep skins of the best quality and seemed to be perfectly contented and happy. They were rather surprised at our approach and retreated to the heights where they might have a view of us without apprehending any danger.

—Russell 1955[1914]:26, as recorded in 1835

On the Road
In this chapter, we discuss material and social effects of colonialism among mobile hunter-gatherers living in the northwestern Plains and central Rocky Mountains, highlighting recent research in the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem (GYE). As the title of this chapter suggests, our research has led us to explore the juncture of two major themes in contemporary archaeology: one is the study of mobility among hunter-gatherers, and the other is the study of colonialism and resistance. These major structural metaphors function not just within the discipline of anthropology but more broadly as symbols of the western frontier in American mythology and history.

Although archaeologists increasingly study the material and social impacts of colonialism among indigenous populations (Cusick 1998; Lightfoot 2005; Lyons and Papadopoulos 2002; Scheiber and Mitchell 2010; Stein 2005), work on colonial period hunter-gatherers (especially highly mobile ones) is more likely to come from ethnohistorians and cultural anthropologists. When we first conceived of the title, we considered...
our work to be unique in this regard. However, in 1993 Timothy Cresswell published a paper in *Transactions of the British Institute of Geographers* with the same name (Mobility as Resistance). In his article, Cresswell draws attention to the way that author Jack Kerouac uses mobility as a symbol of counter-culture resistance to 1950s America in the novel *On the Road*. Although distant in some ways from an archaeological study of nineteenth-century mobile hunter-gatherers, we find that these concepts from cultural geography are particularly salient for our study, and we have incorporated them in our analysis.

The setting for this study is the Absaroka Mountains, an area of generally high elevation in western Wyoming with numerous mountain ranges and broad desert basins that was the last colonial frontier of the conterminous United States. Indigenous nineteenth-century occupants—variously called Mountain Shoshone, Sheepeaters, and Snakes—are often portrayed as faceless hunter-gatherers who have been relegated to a minor role in the annals of history. Eyewitness and other written depictions of indigenous Mountain Shoshone are uninformative, and they leave persistent, inaccurate images of contact period Native life (Hughes 2000), with labels such as destitute and harmless (Norris 1881:35), and shy, secretive, and solitary (Irving 1910:237). Archaeological evidence from postcontact campsites reveals a very different story. The sites are few in number but contain the material record of nineteenth-century domestic life, otherwise untold in local and global histories (Wylie 1993).

We view the central Rocky Mountains and the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem as one of the last potential Native strongholds in the heart of the American West. We question whether mountains and mountain mobility became a means of resistance to colonialism and postcolonial reservation life and consider whether changes in mobility may relate to the development of ethnic band divisions following the intensification of sheep hunting in the mountains and buffalo hunting in the basins and plains sometime in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. We view postcontact changes in mobility as a response to American settlement during the early nineteenth century having specific, measurable material manifestations. We investigate multiscalar forms of resistance, ranging from broad patterns of land use and resource procurement to campsite spatial layouts and technological choices (Scheiber and Finley 2010a).
In this chapter, we consider three material data sets. First, we model the landscape in which and through which these people traveled in a geographic information system (GIS) to illustrate the limitations to mobility in this environment. Next we focus on both obsidian and ceramic sourcing studies as direct evidence for changes in mobility strategies. We suggest that Mountain Shoshone mobility was not reduced but simply changed during postcontact times. Shoshone Indians continued (and continue) to use the mountains in new and traditional ways to satisfy both subsistence and ceremonial pursuits.

**Structural Metaphors**

Mobility is one of the primary and distinguishing characteristics of hunter-gatherer societies (Kelly 1995; Lee and Daly 1999b), although some hunter-gatherers are and were more sedentary than others (see examples from the West Coast and the Southeast by Lightfoot, Sassaman, Randall, and Kidder, this vol.). Settlement pattern research and studies of foraging strategies remain a dominant research topic in contemporary archaeology (Barnard 2004a; Binford 2001; Shennan 2003). Considering mobility within the realm of a wider hunter-gatherer social geography has also gained scholarly attention during the last several decades (Bird-David 1990; Conkey 2001; Ingold 1999; Ingold et al. 1991). Despite years of debate as to a definitive hunter-gatherer as well as a series of revisionist analyses of the role of outsiders in forming their identities (Miracle and Fisher 1991; Wilmsen 1989), many agree that some degree of movement remains key.

One of the oft-quoted characteristics of mobile groups is that they “vote with their feet” in order to resolve conflict (Lee 2006), that is, they move somewhere else in opposition to stress. We think researchers actually admire the ability of hunter-gatherers to do this, and in some ways they bestow our own American ideals of the symbolic value of mobility to these groups. The concept of mobility is influential as an American hallmark. It is a valued commodity closely connected with equally symbol-laden concepts of freedom and choice. The irony of this parallel is that research giving priority to economic values such as caloric return rates strips nomadic people of inherently active choices in deciding how and why to move from place to place. Indeed, if we accept Wendrich and Barnard’s (2008:5) definition of mobility as “the capacity and need
for movement from place to place,” then we are forced to consider what happens when the need to move is constrained by external forces. This leads us to consider the role of resistance in mobility studies.

Equally valuable to the field of anthropology is the study of resistance and domination, especially in archaeological studies of social inequality and colonialism. Resistance to colonial oppression is seen as a key indigenous response, and studies of Native resistance have remained common since the early 1990s (Deagan 1990; Ferguson 1991; Mills 2002; Paynter and McGuire 1991; Prince 2002). Archaeologists acknowledge a variety of material manifestations of resistance, ranging from tool types and pottery decorations to architectural design and community organization. Recently, Silliman (2009) advocated an approach that emphasizes “residence over resistance” based in part on his work on the Eastern Pequot Reservation in Connecticut. A refocus on residence emphasizes survival and agency in day-to-day actions. That is, resistance is experienced through residing in traditional homelands. We argue that archaeologists also value resistance as a core American principle, harkening back to the first American colonies and the overthrow of British colonial control.

Although archaeologists have studied resistance particularly by sedentary societies, ethnographers of contemporary hunter-gatherers have considered hunter-gatherer resistance vis-à-vis interactions with their neighbors for the last several decades. Hunter-gatherers throughout the world experienced much more interaction with other groups (hunter-gatherers, farmers, pastoralists, nation-states) than anthropologists traditionally acknowledged. In some areas, foraging and farming coexisted for over a thousand years (Layton 2001; Zvelebil 1998). Just because hunter-gatherer societies came into contact with others, they did not then become the others themselves, in part because of social organization and value systems based on egalitarianism and sharing (Barnard 2004a). Some groups believe that sharing is why the environment continues to give food to people (Bird-David 1990). We could say that some hunter-gatherers resist giving up their mobility because of an underlying ethos of movement (Sassaman 2001).

Frontiers, Resistance, and Ethnogenesis

As important as the concepts of mobility and resistance have been within their respective spheres of archaeology, linkages between them
have not necessarily been forthcoming (but see Sassaman 2001). Very few archaeological studies of New World mobile hunter-gatherers in colonial contexts exist (but see Harrison 2002; Harrison and Williamson 2004; Murray 2004; Paterson 2008; Schrire 1995 for examples from Australia and South Africa). Perhaps this gap exists because the topic has been so well studied by ethnohistorians and ethnographers (Sahlins 1972). Or perhaps culture change sustained by these groups makes them less likely to be selected as models of nomadism by archaeologists focused on finding so-called pristine societies with broad cross-cultural comparability.

The concept of pristine, unaltered, or unaffected societies is particularly problematic and has been explored in some detail within the context of hunter-gatherer revisionism. All groups are affected by contact with others (Headland and Reid 1989; Layton 2001; Spielmann and Eder 1994). Still, the notion that culture change associated with colonialism forever damages an original condition remains tacit in anthropological literature. These societies, especially in North America, are thus poor candidates for studying hunter-gatherers globally, or so the argument follows. Additionally, nomadic people often leave behind ephemeral sites that are particularly difficult to identify in archaeological contexts, so that the available data about their daily lives are limited.

Mobility is also a key concept in American mythology, imperialism, and Manifest Destiny. Frederick Jackson Turner (1962[1920]) coined the term “frontier hypothesis” to discuss the western advancement of American settlement, which continues to influence historical frontier research today. The frontier hypothesis states that the character of American society was heavily influenced by what happened in frontiers at the borders of civilization. According to Turner, frontiers are zones where the disaffected go to pursue alternative activities, sometimes changing their cultural ways of life in pursuit of new practices. Cusick (2000:48) defines a cultural borderland as a corridor between two expanding states, and a periphery as settlement on the edge of society. Frontier research in archaeology has been applied to both cultural borderlands and peripheries (Aron 2006; DeAtley and Findlow 1984; Donnan and Wilson 1994; Green and Perlman 1985; Klein 1997; Lightfoot and Martinez 1995; Rice 1998; Staski 2004; Usman 2004).

The concept of the American frontier, which encapsulates both traditions of mobility and resistance, is nowhere more present than in the
American West. Nomadic Indian occupants of the plains and mountains who found themselves living on French, Spanish, British, and American frontiers were able to resist some colonial powers and pressures in ways that Native peoples on the coasts or more populated areas, for example, could not. This ability was in part a product of their mobile lifestyles, made more mobile by the introduction of the horse in the early 1700s.

Early anthropological studies assumed that culture change was inevitable in contact situations, but archaeologists have demonstrated that indigenous people resisted colonial domination in social, economic, political, and material realms, in both active and passive ways (Ferguson 1992; Jackson and Castillo 1995; Paynter and McGuire 1991; Scham 2001). Resistance to outside pressures and residence in the frontier may have contributed to processes of ethnogenesis as hunter-gatherer groups forged new identities in association with migration to new places.

Most inhabitants of the plains and mountains underwent significant cultural transformations between the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries, sometimes bringing together formerly disparate bands and clans to forge new identities and sometimes specializing in specific resources as a means of establishing unique cultural strategies. Early ethnographers working in the twentieth century tend to portray these nomads in a timeless past that we know does not reflect the active and complex social changes that occurred in the centuries prior to written accounts. Our study adds data from everyday experiences at actual sites abandoned by people who witnessed this change. These materials and locations tell stories independent of the ones remembered one hundred years later. This research also contributes to a growing archaeological literature on culture change and colonialism in nineteenth-century Native America (Lightfoot 1993; Mitchell and Scheiber 2010; Silliman 2009), one that tries to break down artificial divisions between prehistory and history.

Mountain Shoshone in the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem

The length of indigenous occupations of the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem and by whom are debated topics involving contributions from historians, anthropologists, and archaeologists. Historically, the Shoshone
Figure 9.1. A Shoshone encampment in the foothills of the Wind River Mountains in Wyoming, 1870. (Photograph by William Henry Jackson; Library of Congress, LC-USZ62-115466)

were one of a few tribes that claimed rights to the GYE and are one of only two tribes permanently settled on reservations in the area (Shimkin 1986; Trenholm and Carley 1964). The creation of the Eastern or Wind River Shoshone is a historic phenomenon that is in part a product of the intense sociopolitical reorganizations and ethnogenetic negotiations surrounding contact between Indians and Europeans in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries (fig. 9.1) (Stamm 1999). Several bands came together to form the Wind River Reservation in 1868, including people who regularly occupied the mountains, basins, and plains of western Wyoming and adjacent states. We could call these groups Plains and Mountain Shoshone, realizing that these terms are more convenient and geographical than solidified and separate band designations. Prior to that time, Plains Shoshone (i.e., Buffalo Eaters,
or Kukundika) bands were horse nomads actively engaged in trade with American settlers. The Mountain Shoshone (i.e., Sheepeaters, or Tuku-dika) bands occupied the remote reaches of the Absaroka and Wind River Mountains taking a more reserved and guarded approach to social interactions with fur trappers, explorers, and immigrants (Hultkrantz 1961). We do not know to what extent these band divisions existed prior to the late eighteenth century, but we believe those social distinctions became more pronounced as contact intensified.

Mountain Shoshone archaeology is central to this study. We consider Mountain Shoshone history and ethnicity to be intermeshed with identities gained from living in a high-altitude mountain landscape. Mountains are symbolic loci of social identity but are also key to resistance and may have had dual effects on indigenous people. The Rocky Mountains are a natural fortress and were one of the last Native North American strongholds. Not until the last two decades of the nineteenth century and into the twentieth century was this area permanently settled by ranchers, due to what was conceived as an inhospitable environment. For instance, the town of Cody, Wyoming, was not incorporated until 1902.

Prior to that time, trappers, fur traders, lumberjacks, and cowboys (from many Indian and European nations) started moving into northwestern Wyoming and adjacent areas. In fact, the mythology of western expansion is gold cast by stories such as Sacagawea (herself a Lemhi Mountain Shoshone) leading the Lewis and Clark expedition through the Rocky Mountains. Native and Euroamerican encroachment into mountain territories undoubtedly affected the indigenous inhabitants. Circumscription to mountainous environments may have changed subsistence strategies that included intensified use of preexisting resources such as bighorn sheep, lithics, and clays. At the same time, resistance based on mountain isolation may have made possible syncretic use of aboriginal and introduced technologies in a way that allowed maintenance and persistence of social identities. The relationships between these social issues and materiality of daily lived experiences are the focus of our archaeological research.

Sites across the region dating between about AD 1300 and 1800 provide evidence for a well-defined set of material attributes that includes tri-notched and triangular projectile points, a distinct form of Shoshone
knife, Intermountain Ware ceramics, steatite vessels, sheep and antelope traps, cribbed log structures, conical pole lodges (often called wicki-ups), and Dinwoody rock art (Larson and Kornfeld 1994). One unique facet of Mountain Shoshone archaeology is extensive wooden and stone hunting features used to trap and kill bighorn sheep (fig. 9.2). Most features date to circa AD 1800 (Frison 1987, 1991; Frison et al. 1990) and may be an indicator of intensification of high-altitude resources. Nowhere are these attributes better expressed than in the mountainous reaches of the GYE where they have been attributed to the Sheepeaters or Mountain Shoshone (Dominick 1964). While Julian Steward (1938) was among the first to associate Shoshone ethnic divisions with staple food resources, Swedish ethnographer Åke Hultkrantz (1957, 1979) was responsible for embedding the notion of Sheepeaters into the common knowledge and lore of Yellowstone National Park and the area’s indigenous occupants. Hultkrantz writes that all Shoshone bands were involved in some way in the fur trade, which effectively ended in the 1840s. Yellowstone National Park was established in 1872, and the story of Indian occupations in and around the park was effectively countered by the narrative of a mythical untamed wilderness that was unmodified by prior human occupations (Nabokov and Loendorf 2004). This narrative is not unique to Yellowstone, but was one of the means for nineteenth-century governmental officials and conservationists to “naturalize” places in order to convince a skeptical American public that saving the forests should be a national concern during a time of unchecked industrial expansion (Reiger 2001)(see Hull, this vol., for comparisons in Yosemite National Park).

The extent to which a unique Mountain Shoshone identity existed prior to contact is debatable. Some archaeologists argue that a distinct Mountain Shoshone lifeway focused on bighorn sheep hunting and other montane resources existed for millennia (Francis and Loendorf 2002; Holmer 1994; Husted 1995; Loendorf and Stone 2006; Nabokov and Loendorf 2004; Swanson and Bryan 1964), while others argue for a relatively recent genesis (Butler 1978; Wright 1978). Regardless of the timing of occupation, the Rocky Mountains are a key source of social identity. Although many modern Americans value mountains for their stunning beauty and pristine isolation, the wilderness reality dictates a special set of subsistence and settlement strategies that lend themselves
Figure 9.2. A sheep-trap catch pen at Indian Ridge in Wyoming. (Photograph by Laura L. Scheiber)
to the development of a unique social identity of “mountain people” (Foster 1988; Keefe 2000; Nagel 1998).

Exploring Mountain Landscapes

One of our hypotheses is that people identified as Snakes, Shoshones, and Sheepeaters in early American literature used mountains as places of refuge and safety from others. Some early travelers and writers describe these people as renegades and outlaws, driven to the mountains by militaristic lowlanders (Clayton 1926; Nabokov and Loendorf 2004; Sheridan 1882). Although we do not think “renegade” is the most appropriate term, we do see merit in the idea that people either retreated or more accurately chose to remove themselves from certain situations and contacts by occupying high-altitude places:

Notwithstanding the savage and almost inaccessible nature of these mountains, they have their inhabitants. As one of the [Bonneville] party was out hunting, he came upon the track of a man in a lonely valley. Following it up, he reached the brow of a cliff, whence he beheld three . . . running across the valley below him. He fired his gun to call their attention, hoping to induce them to turn back. They only fled the faster, and disappeared among the rocks. (Irving 1837:192–193)

At elevations between 7,000 and 12,000 feet above sea level, the rugged terrain of the Absaroka Mountains in the eastern GYE structures the nature of Native mobility. Because of the rough terrain and remote nature of this area in the eyes of contemporary wilderness travelers, we view the mountains as central to resistance to colonial pressures. To date only a handful of postcontact archaeological sites have been positively identified. This is in part due to the imprecise nature of dating the sites. If metal or glass are not identified in assemblages, these sites are rendered invisible on the historic landscape, and categorized as Late Prehistoric. But we know not all people had access to nor chose to use European-manufactured goods even after they were present in local areas. This is a chronological and temporal issue that will require further consideration.

Similarly, conducting archaeological research in the mountains to locate additional sites is difficult, due to field logistics and site visibility.
Many sites are buried under several hundred years of pine needles. One consequence of the federal fire suppression policy, increased drought conditions, and pine beetle infestation of mature tree stands is that lightening strikes are likely to burn several thousand hectares of forest every summer. The fires expose archaeological sites in the mountains that we did not know existed before. We are targeting both burned and unburned parts of the forest for further survey, guided by assumptions about the ways people would have moved in and through these areas in the past. We can document more sites with new technological advances for spatializing landscapes.

Our research is based on the assumption that people favor certain factors of the natural environment in their settlement choices. We model the human landscape in a GIS environment as a tool to refine our approach to archaeological survey. With GIS we can calculate various least-cost travel corridors that incorporate many data sets. Human mobility, particularly foot travel with families and households, is particularly constrained by slope. Particular drainages are key travel routes, and few mountain passes exist even today. Thus identifying these pathways is critical for predicting the location of potential contact period archaeological sites. We are using the spatial distribution of known sites in the area as a basis for finding similar, undocumented sites. These are important starting points for accessing wilderness land-use strategies and to construct archaeological survey designs. We start with natural and geological features such as bedrock, slope, precipitation, and sheep habitat to develop predictions of likely site locations (Nicholson et al. 2008).

In 1837, while camping with a group of Sheepeaters in our study area, Osborne Russell recorded that “One of them drew a map of the country around us on a white Elk Skin with a piece of charcoal after which he explained the direction of the different passes, streams, Etc.” (Russell 1955[1914]:27). This act reminds us that we should also consider additional, perhaps more emic assessments of land use. For instance, anthropologist D. B. Shimkin recorded Shoshone place names and traditional medicinal and food resource maps when he conducted fieldwork among the Wind River Shoshones in 1937 and 1938. Shimkin (1947) shows trails that ran through the area under investigation, still important when he recorded them in the middle of the twentieth century. In the next stage, we may also consider other factors, which we
might call “viewsheds of resistance.” Spatially modeling resistance may include variables such as surveillance, interstitial spaces of invisibility, wind patterns, and sound patterns. We hope to incorporate these other kinds of data into our GIS model as well.

**Obsidian Source Analysis**

In the culture contact literature, the introduction and adoption of European-manufactured materials by Native people have received much attention. With the availability of metal arrowheads and firearms, in addition to horses, people experimented with new hunting practices and new technologies, and sometimes new forms of interpersonal conflict. Native peoples continued to use stone tools even after other materials were available (Cobb 2003; Rodríguez-Alegría 2008), and this is true in western Wyoming through the nineteenth century. When Osborne Russell encountered unmounted Shoshones in what is now Yellowstone Park in 1835, they were using obsidian-pointed arrows, bows decorated with quills (not beads), and stone pots. The Shoshones traded animal furs for awls, axes, kettles, tobacco, and ammunition (Russell 1955[1914]:26). Although they were not using the objects associated with contact, the fact that they were carrying furs for trade suggests that they were already affected by it.

With all of the rubric and focus on stone-to-steel transitions, understanding how access to traditional stone sources may have changed is key to considering issues of mobility and resistance (Scheiber and Finley 2010b; Silliman 2003, 2005). Obsidian is a common lithic raw material type in the study area that provides important insights regarding diachronic changes in mobility or exchange (Eerkens et al. 2008; Lyons et al. 2001). Chemically distinct obsidian sources are available in southeastern Idaho, northeastern Idaho, Jackson Hole (Wyoming), and Yellowstone National Park. In another study, we assembled a data set of nearly 2,300 sourced obsidian artifacts from western Wyoming, eastern Idaho, and southwestern Montana, including more than 170 obsidian artifacts from four postcontact sites (fig. 9.3).

The purpose of the study is to examine diachronic patterns in regional obsidian source use, testing the idea that source use changed from precontact (i.e., Paleoindian, Archaic, and Late Prehistoric) to postcontact (i.e., Protohistoric and Historic) periods. The analysis identified eighteen
chemically distinct obsidian sources dating to the last 12,000 years. We classified the data set according to region, source area, and age. We applied the Shannon diversity index (Beals et al. 2000) to analyze regional temporal variation (Scheiber and Finley 2010a).

We hypothesize that high-diversity measures equate to increased mobility or exchange. By this, we mean that more obsidian sources reflected in the artifacts at a site indicate that people were more highly mobile or were more frequently engaged in trading with outsiders. Conversely, reduced diversity for any period indicates a change in mobility patterns or exchange with neighboring areas. For the purposes of this chapter, we focus on the Late Prehistoric to Historic period transitions in northwest Wyoming (the Greater Yellowstone area) and southwest Wyoming (the Wyoming Basin), traditional homelands of the Mountain Shoshone and Plains Shoshone, respectively.

Figure 9.3. Archaeological sites and obsidian sources. (Scheiber and Finley 2010)
Distinct patterns emerge in the data set, with both regions showing the highest diversity during the Late Prehistoric period (AD 500–1700) but a sharp decline in source diversity during the Historic period. During the contact period, Yellowstone obsidian from northwestern Wyoming rarely occurs in Wyoming Basin sites to the south. Instead obsidian from eastern Idaho (i.e., Malad and Bear Gulch) and Jackson Hole are most common. On the other hand, obsidian from southeastern Idaho is rare in GYE archaeological sites, which are dominated by Yellowstone and northeastern Idaho sources. Variation in northeastern Idaho and Jackson Hole sources drives the diversity measure as northeastern Idaho sources drop from historic Wyoming Basin assemblages and Jackson Hole sources drop from historic GYE assemblages. Because of ethnographic regional associations between Shoshone bands, we argue that pre- to postcontact changes of obsidian source utilization reflect changing mobility patterns and exchange between the two regions that may ultimately reflect the formation of distinct Mountain and Plains Shoshone social identities. This change in the material record is a historic phenomenon and is one that we argue is the direct result of culture contact and colonialism in the central Rocky Mountains. People chose to restrict their movements to local procurement areas. This pattern runs counter to assumptions that Plains inhabitants became more mobile after the arrival of horses. We believe that the impact of the horse on historic settlement patterns is another mobility trope that needs to be investigated rather than assumed. We also suspect that some of the designated Late Prehistoric sites in fact date to the very early part of the Historic period, when the newly mounted Shoshone dominated Plains trade relations (Secoy 1953). The sites thus designated as Historic may actually represent a territorial retreat or retraction in response to highly organized mounted and armed indigenous neighbors such as the Blackfoot.

**Ceramic Source Analysis**

The continued use of clay ceramic vessels and stone bowls offers additional insight into cooking strategies at a time when metal pots would have become more readily available. Sheepeaters were carrying stone bowls when they met Francois Larocque in 1805 and Osborne Russell in 1835 (Russell 1955[1914]; Wood and Thiessen 1985). So far, linking
quarries to stone (steatite) vessels has not been possible (Adams 2006). Although we do not have written eyewitness accounts of pottery use, Intermountain Ware ceramics are recorded at archaeological sites of the region. Archaeologists working at Shoshone sites in the adjacent Great Basin have successfully studied patterns of mobility in prehistoric contexts based on ceramic sourcing (Eerkens 2003).

Intermountain Ware ceramics are found at regional Shoshone occupations, yet little is known about Wyoming ceramics in particular (Haspel 1984; Marceau 1982). Our geochemical analysis of ceramic clay provides an important, complementary analysis to the obsidian research. We initiated a pilot study to identify compositional variability in raw materials used to form ceramics from Shoshone sites in western Wyoming. We examined fifty sherds from four sites, one in the Wyoming Basin and three in the GYE, in order to begin understanding the variability in clay use and whether ceramic vessels were made locally or in distant places (Ferguson and Glascock 2007). All sites date to the terminal Late Prehistoric or early Historic periods within the last 400 years (AD 1500–1800s).

As with obsidian source use, geochemical analysis of ceramics provides important insights regarding pre- and postcontact changes in mobility. The Wyoming Basin and the GYE are suitable for this approach because of their distinctly different geology. The Wyoming Basin is largely a Tertiary sedimentary environment while the GYE is dominantly an extrusive, igneous landscape (Love and Christiansen 1985). Thus, following the logic of the obsidian analysis, we would expect greater ceramic clay source diversity during the Late Prehistoric, precontact period and reduced diversity during the Historic, postcontact period.

Our initial instrumental neutron activation analysis shows very promising results. Eight chemically distinct compositional groups were identified with only two sherds unassigned to specific groups. Little overlap exists between sites or regions, again suggesting local production with little exchange. While this current sample of sites and ceramic sherds is still small, the preliminary results are intriguing and with obsidian artifacts indicate that the Wyoming Basin and GYE were socially distinct areas during the early contact period. Future work with the ceramic study requires addition of more sites and ceramic samples in order to refine regional diachronic patterns that may indicate broader patterns of regional interaction, mobility, and ethnogenesis of distinct mountains and plains social identities.
Conclusions

In this chapter, we showed how archaeological sites and artifacts could reveal new information about colonial hunter-gatherer lifeways. Likewise, a focus on colonial period historical contexts can tell us more about hunter-gatherer variability more broadly. By asking if nomadic hunter-gatherers of the central Rocky Mountains were employing the time-honored practice of “voting with their feet” as a means of expressing resistance to external colonial pressures, we try to link two dominant traditions of archaeological practice. We ask if mobility can be structure and resistance simultaneously. Indigenous inhabitants of the Rockies made active choices that included restrictions and modifications in mobility strategies, in clear response to the presence of outsiders. Concrete examples from human landscape use, obsidian procurement, and ceramic production trace changes in movement strategies, undoubtedly impacted by new people, diseases, and pressures in the area.

We contend that the concepts of mobility and resistance have additional meanings on the American western frontier that are enmeshed in our own American value system. While we acknowledge the symbolic capital surrounding our research, we hope to show how archaeological data can further reveal the underlying structural metaphors too often implicit in the study of western indigenous colonial practices.
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